
 • Destinations 1,062+
 • Countries 170+
 • Daily departures 10,062+
 • Annual passengers 341MM+
 • Lounges 750+
 • Year of formation 2000
 • Frequent Flyer Program  

 customers 235MM+
 • SkyPriority available  

 at 970+ airports

SKYTEAM ALLIANCE
FACT SHEET

SkyTeam is dedicated to powering the most 
seamless and sustainable customer journey of 
any global alliance. Our members work together 
to connect millions of passengers across an 
extensive global network. SkyTeam offers the most 
comprehensive priority services of any alliance, 
easy and efficient transfers, and the opportunity to 
earn and redeem miles across all member airlines.

www.skyteam.com
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 • Destinations 57
 • Countries 14
 • Fleet 77
 • Daily departures 188
 • Annual passengers 4.9MM
 • Lounges 5
 • Total revenue 673MM (USD)
 • Frequent Flyer Program  

 Aerolíneas Plus

ALLIANCE MEMBER 
FACT SHEET

Founded in 1950 as the national carrier, Aerolíneas Argentinas 
is the leader in South America and has been a member 
of the global SkyTeam Alliance since 2012. It is the only 
company that flies to all the provinces in Argentina, with 37 
local destinations and up to 45 federal connections between 
provinces. In addition, Aerolíneas Argentinas offers flights to 
21 international destinations in America and Europe.

www.aerolineas.com
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 • Destinations 77
 • Countries 19
 • Fleet 115
 • Daily departures 209
 • Annual passengers 14.8MM
 • Lounges 36
 •  Total revenue 2.2BN (USD)
 • Frequent Flyer Program  

 Club Premier

ALLIANCE MEMBER 
FACT SHEET

Aeromexico, a founding member of SkyTeam, is Mexico´s 
global airline. Aeromexico operates 209 scheduled 
passenger flights per day, with service to 41 destinations  
in Mexico and 36 international destinations from Mexico. 
The Aeromexico fleet includes the most modern Boeing 737  
and 787 jet airliners along with Embraer 190 equipment.

www.aeromexico.com
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 • Destinations 38
 • Countries 18
 • Fleet 48
 • Daily Departures 111
 • Annual Passengers 5 MM
 • Lounges 63
 • Total Revenue 898MM+ (EUR)
 • Frequent Flyer Program  

 Air Europa Suma

ALLIANCE MEMBER 
FACTSHEET

Air Europa, the airline division of Globalia, was founded in 
1986 and has established itself as one of the most modern 
airlines. It is the first Spanish airline to operate the Boeing 787 
Dreamliner, the most efficient aircraft on the market with which 
it has positioned itself as a reference airline between Europe 
and America.

www.aireuropa.com



 • Destinations 209
 • Countries 92
 • Fleet 277
 • Daily departures 550
 • Annual passengers 21.8MM
 •  Lounges 200+
 • Total revenue 8.744MM (EUR)
 • Frequent Flyer Program  

 Flying Blue

ALLIANCE MEMBER 
FACT SHEET

Since 1933, Air France has been promoting and highlighting France 
throughout the world. With an in between passenger transport, cargo 
transport and aeronautical maintenance, Air France is a major air 
transport player. The more than 38,000 members of staff that make up 
its workforce are committed to offering each customer a unique travel 
experience. Air France, KLM Royal Dutch Airlines and Transavia make 
up the Air France-KLM Group. The Group relies on its powerful hubs 
at Paris-Charles de Gaulle and Amsterdam-Schiphol to offer a vast 
international network. Its Flying Blue frequent flyer program has over 
17 million members.

Air France has set itself ambitious sustainable development targets and 
is working to reduce CO2 and support projects that absorb and store 
carbon from the atmosphere in natural carbon sinks. As part of the Air 
France ACT program, the company is committed to reducing its CO2 
emissions per passenger-km by 30% vs 2019, meaning -12% absolute 
CO2 emissions. This ambition is supported by major investments to 
renew its fleet with new-generation more fuel-efficient aircraft, the use 
of more Sustainable Aviation Fuel, or the generalisation of eco-piloting.

www.airfrance.com
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 • Destinations 154
 • Countries 29
 • Fleet 87
 • Daily Departures 137
 • Annual Passengers 1.29m
 • Lounges 72
 • Total Revenue 138.84BN (TWD)
 • Frequent Flyer Program  

 Dynasty Flyer

ALLIANCE MEMBER 
FACTSHEET

China Airlines, based in Taiwan Taoyuan International Airport, 
provides international passenger and cargo air transportation 
services. China Airlines has two subsidiary airlines: Mandarin 
Airlines and Tigerair Taiwan. China Airlines, Mandarin Airlines 
and Tigerair Taiwan each play a different role in providing a 
variety of options for customers.

www.china-airlines.com



 • Destinations 219
 • Countries 30
 • Fleet 697
 • Daily Departures 1,893
 • Annual Passengers 72.8MM
 •  Lounges 41
 • Total Revenue 67.1BN (RMB)
 • Frequent Flyer Program  

 Eastern Miles

ALLIANCE MEMBER 
FACT SHEET

Headquartered in Shanghai, China Eastern Airlines Corporation 
Limited is among China’s three major airlines. China Eastern 
operates a modern fleet, which is one of the youngest among 
major airlines worldwide. China Eastern operates 111 domestic 
and overseas branches across the globe. 

www.ceair.com
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 • Destinations 15
 • Countries 14
 • Fleet 2
 • Daily departures 20
 • Annual passengers 185K
 • Lounges 15
 • Total revenue 673,798MM (CZK)
 •  Frequent Flyer Program  
OK Plus

ALLIANCE MEMBER 
FACT SHEET

Czech Airlines is the Czech Republic’s flagship carrier and 
has been a part of the Smartwings Group since 2018. Founded 
in 1923, it ranks among the five oldest airlines in the world. 
The company specializes in regular passenger air transport, 
focusing primarily on direct scheduled connections between 
Prague and important destinations in Europe.

www.czechairlines.com
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 • Destinations 275
 • Countries 49
 • Fleet 1,200
 • Daily departures 4,000
 • Annual passengers 131MM+ 
 • Lounges 50+
 • Total revenue 29.9BN (USD)
 • Frequent Flyer Program 

 SkyMiles

ALLIANCE MEMBER 
FACT SHEET

More than 4,000 Delta Air Lines flights take off every day, 
connecting people across more than 275 destinations on six 
continents with a commitment to industry-leading customer 
service, safety and innovation. As the leading global airline, 
Delta’s mission is to create opportunities, foster understanding 
and expand horizons by connecting people and communities to 
each other and their potential.

Delta’s more than 75,000 employees believe our customers 
should not have to choose between seeing the world and saving 
the planet. Delta is working toward more sustainable aviation by 
leveraging existing solutions and technologies, investing in the 
future of Sustainable Aviation Fuel and actively engaging with 
next-generation solutions.

www.delta.com
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 • Destinations 46
 • Countries 9
 • Fleet 112
 • Daily departures 130
 • Annual passengers 3.43MM
 • Lounges 46
 • Total revenue 1.3BN (USD)
 • Frequent Flyer Program  

 GarudaMiles

ALLIANCE MEMBER 
FACT SHEET

Presenting a new level of service excellence in air travel,  
Garuda Indonesia – the flagship carrier of Indonesia  
– seamlessly connects an array of exotic destinations in 
the beautiful archipelago of Indonesia. Garuda Indonesia 
proudly serves its passengers with award-winning “Garuda 
Indonesia Experience” services which embody Indonesian 
Hospitality and Indonesia’s rich, diverse culture. With 
its service value #BecauseYouMatter, Garuda Indonesia 
commits to providing a safe and comfortable journey 
for passengers by consistently implementing our health 
protocols policy at all service touchpoints.

www.garuda-indonesia.com
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 • Destinations 47
 • Countries 17
 • Fleet 52
 • Daily departures 321

* ITA Airways started to operate  
flights from 15 October 2021

ALLIANCE MEMBER 
FACT SHEET

ITA Airways is a company totally owned by the Italian Ministry of 
Economy and Finance for the exercise of business in the air transport 
sector. ITA Airways aims at creating an efficient and innovative air 
carrier which will become a reference point in providing Italy with 
quality connectivity nationally and internationally, thus boosting 
tourism and trade and taking advantage of the train-air integrated 
mobility. ITA Airways puts the best customer service at the center of 
its strategy (through a strong digitization of processes that ensure a 
best-in-class experience and personalized services), combined with 
sustainability, (new green and technologically advanced aircraft, 
use of sustainable fuels), social (equality and inclusion for a gender-
neutral company) and governance (integration of sustainability 
into internal strategies and processes) aspects. ITA Airways joined 
SkyTeam in October 2021.

www.ita-airways.com
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 • Destinations 42
 • Countries 35
 • Fleet 32
 • Daily departures 35
 • Annual passengers 4MM
 • Lounges 42
 • Total revenue 70.2BN (Kshs)
 • Frequent Flyer Program  

 Flying Blue

ALLIANCE MEMBER 
FACT SHEET

Kenya Airways is a leading African airline and Kenya’s national 
carrier. Kenya Airways takes pride in being at the forefront of 
connecting Africa to the world and the world to Africa through 
its hub at the ultra-modern Terminal 1A at the Jomo Kenyatta 
International Airport in Nairobi. It has invested in modernizing 
operations through acquisition of modern aircraft, including 
the B787-8 Dreamliner and the new generation B737-800. The 
on-board service is renowned and the lie-flat Business Class 
seat on the wide-body aircraft is consistently voted among the 
world’s top 10. 

www.kenya-airways.com
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 • Destinations 167
 • Countries 70
 • Fleet 218
 • Daily departures 216
 • Annual passengers 14MM
 • Lounges 2
 • Total revenue 6.065MM (EUR)
 • Frequent Flyer Program 

 Flying Blue

ALLIANCE MEMBER 
FACT SHEET

For over a century, KLM has been a pioneer in the airline 
industry. KLM is the oldest airline still operating under its 
original name and aims to be the leading European network 
carrier in customer centricity, efficiency and sustainability.  
The KLM network connects the Netherlands with all of the 
world’s key economic regions and is a powerful engine 
driving the Dutch economy. KLM Royal Dutch Airlines is 
part of the Air France–KLM Group. 

www.klm.com
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 • Destinations 120
 • Countries 43
 • Fleet 154
 • Daily departures 240
 • Annual passengers 5.7MM
 • Lounges 126
 • Total revenue 8.7TN (KRW) 
 • Frequent Flyer Program 

 SKYPASS

ALLIANCE MEMBER 
FACT SHEET

Korean Air, a founding member of SkyTeam, is a leading 
international airline headquartered in Seoul, with its main hub 
located at Incheon (ICN) Airport. The airline’s core businesses are 
passenger, cargo, aerospace, and aviation maintenance and repair. 
With more than 50 years of serving the world, Korean Air’s vision is 
to be a respected leader in the world airline community, dedicated 
to providing excellence in flight. Its commitment to airline safety, 
cleanliness and comfort are renowned.

www.koreanair.com
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 • Destinations 33
 • Countries 25
 • Fleet 20
 • Daily departures 72
 • Annual passengers 1.6MM
 • Lounges 30
 • Total revenue 9TN (LBP)
 • Frequent Flyer Program  

 Cedar Miles

ALLIANCE MEMBER 
FACT SHEET Middle East Airlines – Air Liban (MEA) was established in 1945. 

It is a private commercial company governed by the Commercial 
Law in managing its operations. MEA is one of the major air 
carriers in the Middle East region. From its home base in Rafik 
Hariri International Airport in Beirut, MEA operates flights to 33 
international destinations in Europe, Middle East and West Africa. 
MEA’s fleet is composed of 20 Airbus aircraft equipped with the 
latest technologies and inflight entertainment systems. 

www.mea.com.lb
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 • Destinations 92
 • Countries 39
 • Fleet 144
 • Daily Departures 378
 • Annual Passengers 32.7MM 
 • Total Revenue 10.1BN (SAR) 
 • Lounges 73
 •  Frequent Flyer Program  
Alfursan Loyalty Program

ALLIANCE MEMBER 
FACT SHEET

Saudi Arabian Airlines (Saudia) is the flagship 
carrier of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Established in 1945,  
the company is one of the Middle East’s largest airlines.

SAUDIA is a member of the International Air Transport 
Association (IATA), the Arab Air Carriers Organization (AACO) 
as well as a member airline in the SkyTeam alliance since 2012. 

Most recently, the organization received the prestigious 
World Class designation by the Airline Passenger Experience 
Association (APEX) and maintained its ranking as a Global 
Five-Star Major Airline. The carrier was also named the World’s 
Most Improved Airline in 2021 by Skytrax. Saudia also received 
the accolade in 2017. 

www.saudia.com
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 • Destinations 31
 • Countries 20
 • Fleet 29
 • Daily departures 43
 • Annual passengers 1.1MM
 • Lounges 26
 • Total revenue 158MM (USD)
 • Frequent Flyer Program 

 Flying Blue

ALLIANCE MEMBER 
FACT SHEET

Founded in 1954, TAROM, the Romanian flagship 
carrier’s origins stretch back to the 1920’s, when  
the first airline company CFRNA – “Compagnie franco-
roumaine de navigation aérienne” – was established.

Nowadays, TAROM is a modern and future-
oriented company which is implementing innovative 
procedures to reduce carbon dioxide emissions.

TAROM aims to regain passengers’ confidence  
by offering more benefits.

www.tarom.ro
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 • Destinations 65
 • Countries 29
 • Fleet 105
 • Daily departures 117
 • Annual passengers 6.1MM
 • Lounges 52
 • Total revenue 1.3BN (USD)
 • Frequent Flyer Program  

 LotuSmiles

ALLIANCE MEMBER 
FACT SHEET Established on 27 May 1995, Vietnam Airlines is the flagship 

carrier of Vietnam, playing a major role in the air transport of 
Vietnam and the region. Vietnam Airlines provides services 
on over 120 routes to worldwide destinations. Operating a 
modern fleet of more than 100 aircraft, Vietnam Airlines is the 
first airline in Asia-Pacific to simultaneously operate two new 
generations of aircraft - Boeing 787 and Airbus A350. Vietnam 
Airlines’ takes great pride in offering its passengers consistent 
on-time-performance, absolute safety, and high-quality services 
embedded with Vietnamese cultural identity. Vietnam Airlines 
has maintained Skytrax 4-star service quality for years and is 
gradually upgrading to 5-star standard. During over 26 years of 
development, Vietnam Airlines is proud to connect trade,  
tourism and culture between Vietnam and the world.

www.vietnamairlines.com
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 • Destinations 102
 • Countries 16
 • Fleet 156
 • Daily Departures 385
 • Annual Passengers 20.56MM
 • Lounges 102
 • Total Revenue 17.72BN (RMB)
 • Frequent Flyer Program 

 Egret Miles

ALLIANCE MEMBER 
FACT SHEET

Being the first Chinese airline operating as a modern enterprise, 
Xiamen Airlines has two subsidiaries and eight branches. Xiamen 
Airlines operates a fleet over 150 aircraft with an average age of 
seven years. Its network extensively covers China and Asia, and to 
Europe, Australia and North America. 

www.xiamenair.com
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 • Destinations 176
 • Countries 56
 • Fleet 187
 • Daily Departures 662
 • Annual Passengers 21.4MM
 • Lounges 184
 • Total Revenue 491.7BN  (RUB)
 • Frequent Flyer Program  

 Aeroflot Bonus

ALLIANCE MEMBER 
FACTSHEET

Aeroflot is Russia’s largest airline. Established 99 years ago it is one 
of the world’s oldest airlines and one of the most recognizable Russian 
brands. It has been named the world’s strongest airline brand for five 
years running according to brand strategy consultancy Brand Finance.

Aeroflot is one of the global industry leaders  in customer service 
quality. The airline has many times received high recognition 
according to most authoritative international ratings.

SkyTeam and Aeroflot have agreed to temporarily suspend 
the airline’s SkyTeam membership.
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 • Destinations 69
 • Countries 23
 • Fleet 45
 • Daily departures 188 
 • Lounges 7
 • Frequent Flyer Program 

 MilleMiglia

ALLIANCE MEMBER 
FACT SHEET

Alitalia was Italy’s largest airline. Alitalia was a member of 
the SkyTeam alliance and part of the Transatlantic Joint 
Venture alongside Air France-KLM and Delta Air Lines. 
The quality of its service, its attention to the passenger 
experience, and a high level of professionalism had 
always been the hallmarks of Alitalia. The distinctive 
Italian-style comfort and elegance were always present 
onboard Alitalia’s aircraft.

As Alitalia stopped its operations as of 15 October 2021, the 
facts and figures are valid until then.
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